Abstract-We present a methodology for identifying sensitive data in packet payloads, motivated by the need to sanitize packets before releasing them (e.g., for network security/dependability analysis). Our methodology accommodates packets recorded from an incompletely documented protocol, in which case it will be necessary to consult a human expert to determine what packet data is sensitive. Since expert availability for such tasks is limited, however, our methodology adopts a hierarchical approach in which most packet inspection is done by less-trained workers whose designations of sensitive data in selected packets best match the expert's. At the core of our methodology is a data reduction and presentation algorithm that selects candidate workers based on their evaluations of a small number of packets; that solicits these workers' designations of sensitive data in a larger (but still minuscule) subset of packets; and then applies these designations to mark sensitive data in the entire data set. We detail our algorithms and evaluate them in a realistic user study.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visibility into packet payloads supports numerous network security defenses and dependability analyses. For example, technologies ranging from simple signature-based intrusion detection systems (e.g., Snort, www.snort.org) to advanced techniques for developing exploit signatures (e.g., [32] ) require access to network packet payloads. To evaluate the efficacy of such proposed defenses, therefore, it is necessary to have access to payload-bearing network traffic traces on which to test them.
While there has been significant progress in the release of other types of network traffic traces for research purposes in the last decade (e.g., see www.caida.org, www.predict.org), the release of packet payloads remains severely limited due to privacy concerns, and this continues to hamper research progress in numerous types of network defense and performance tests. Packet payloads can contain sensitive information ranging from personal user information to security-relevant data about network topology and service configuration. Thus, data publishers that release packet traces must first sanitize the traces by removing the sensitive information -and in virtually every case, this sanitization includes deleting the payloads in their entirety. This obviously destroys the utility of the trace for research that requires packet payloads.
The extreme rarity with which payload data is released is due to numerous challenges that data publishers face in trying to sanitize packet payloads. First, almost any interesting trace contains too many packets for an administrator to examine exhaustively. Second, even if the trace contains packets of only one protocol (e.g., selected by filtering on ports), the packet formats within that protocol may be numerous or, even worse, undocumented. For example, the Samba project required many researchers' efforts over several years to reverse engineer the file-sharing protocol in Microsoft Windows networks, for which the protocol specification was not released to the public. Third, packet payloads may contain many types of information that may be deemed sensitive, e.g., user names, IP addresses, passwords, host names, and a range of user-generated content. Indeed, the sheer diversity of content that one might deem as sensitive in a free-form protocol like HTTP is overwhelming.
As a step forward in this space, in this paper we propose a framework and tool to support packet trace sanitization. To accommodate incompletely documented protocols, our framework is built around a human expert who can explore selected protocol packets well enough to accurately identify the sensitive information they contain. However, since dataset release is rarely a business priority, we presume that this expert has very little time to devote to this effort. For this reason, we structure our framework hierarchically, using the expert's input to select others from a set of candidate workers, based on their abilities to mark sensitive data in packets similarly to the expert. These selected workers then mark sensitive data in a small group of packets that can best represent the characteristics of the overall dataset, which our technique then applies to automatically identify sensitive data of the remaining packets in that dataset. We stress that the expert is involved only in marking sensitive data for a very small number of packets -generally far fewer than the total number of packet formats available in the protocol. As such, we cannot impose upon the expert to analyze even one packet of each format, and of course, we may not even know how many formats there are due to the unavailability of the protocol specification.
At the core of this technique is an algorithm that selects and presents packet data to the workers in a fashion that best enables them to identify fields that they deem sensitive and then to extrapolate from those inputs on that selected data to sanitize the entire dataset. (The expert examines only a small subset of the representative packets selected for the workers.) Doing so in a way that achieves good precision and recall in sanitizing the whole dataset requires that our technique (i) judiciously select the data that the workers will examine; (ii) organize the presentation of the selected data to maximize each one's competence in identifying sensitive fields; and (iii) effectively draw inferences from their inputs to sanitize fields in packet data not presented to them directly.
At a high level, our technique accomplishes these goals through a multistep process. Packets in the trace are first divided into contiguous tokens, each with a type. Stratified sampling is applied to these typed token sequences in order to select a fraction of the packets for further analysis, while minimizing the likelihood of excluding any particular packet type. These selected packets are clustered into groups with similar structure; intuitively (and ideally), these clusters correspond to packet formats. We then select representatives from each cluster, which we present to a worker in an aligned fashion so as to best reveal their common structures, a technique known to accelerate visual recognition of homogeneous structures [9] . The best workers are selected from a group of workers by comparing each one's performance to that of the expert in marking a small subset of representatives; the selected workers then mark sensitive fields in all representatives. After the workers identify sensitive tokens in the representatives for each cluster, these identified tokens are mapped onto the entire dataset, in order to identify sensitive tokens in packets that the workers never examined.
We describe our design and implementation of a tool that implements this approach and present an evaluation based on a user study involving professional network administrators as workers. Our results show that both clustering and alignment have a statistically significant, positive effect on their abilities to identify sensitive data and that the effects of the two are additive. The study also reveals that even network administrators show substantial variability in their abilities to locate sensitive information in network data, underscoring the difficulty of the task at hand and the need to down-select workers on the basis of the similarity of their markings to an expert's. We show that combining the sensitivity determinations of the two best workers and using these to mark the entire dataset identifies sensitive data in the original dataset with at least 0.9 recall and precision.
II. RELATED WORK
Over the past decade, there has been a marked increase in the number of proposals for anonymizing network data (e.g., [16, 12, 31, 26, 25, 10] ). For the most part, these works attempt to sanitize network data by applying various transformations to fields within packet headers (e.g., using prefix-preserving anonymization [25] ), by using domain knowledge to search for specific patterns (such as URLs or bytecode) using regular expressions [17, 11, 26] , by shuffling payloads while preserving the ability to search for short substrings [27] , or by deleting the payloads altogether. Unfortunately, many, if not all, of these proposals require specific parsers for each protocol of interest.
In what follows, we attempt to move the field forward by taking advantage of techniques for inferring packet formats, without relying on having a protocol specification at hand. In particular, we extend prior work from the protocol reverse engineering community (e.g. [3, 19] ) where bytebased sequence alignment has been applied to raw network traces for uncovering protocol message formats. 1 However, as Cui et al. [7] discovered, byte-based sequence alignment is not particularly well suited for this task when messages of the same format can have high variance in the bytes of certain fields. To address this, we further exploit sequence alignment to derive a new measure of similarity for packet payloads, and then generate compact clusters suitable for human inspection afterwards.
Our work is also inspired by the rich history of research that takes advantage of human cognition to explore the spatio-temporal multivariate patterns in high dimensional, large datasets [4, 30] . These approaches combine computational techniques and human capacities to discover novel and useful information, in ways that may be difficult to do otherwise. As Duncan and Humphreys [9] have shown, highlighting the similarity between objects can be an effective way to accelerate visual recognition, e.g, quickly rejecting homogeneous non-targets. Indeed, Avraham and Lindenbaum [1] extend the work of Duncan and Humphreys to show that dynamic visual search can be enhanced with the usage of inner-scene similarity. Their intuitive hypothesis was that the more visually similar objects are, the more likely they are to share the same identity. Using these studies as a guide, we propose an approach for presenting streams of network data to a user in a visually aligned form.
Lastly, interactive tools have been recently proposed as ways to help anonymize microdata [33, 8] . Barros et al. [2] even suggest ideas for involving an expert to validate the correctness of methods for sanitizing personally identifiable information (PII) in microdata. Unlike our work, however, these approaches are not used to help data publishers better identify sensitive information in the trace, but only allow them to choose how such data should be anonymized. Furthermore, because of the complexity of network data compared to microdata [6] , these tools cannot be directly applied to network traces. 
III. OUR APPROACH
At the core of our approach to identifying sensitive information in packet payloads is an algorithm that selects a subset of packet payloads to present to workers (a subset of which is also presented to the expert). At a high level, this algorithm can be viewed as a natural application of clustering and sequence alignment techniques for assisting workers in more readily identifying sensitive information in network data. Our proposed solution requires that we first tokenize the payloads of the packets by labeling them in a more compact representation composed of generic types of fields. Next, we cluster the tokenized packets in order to organize them roughly according to their formats.
Obviously, presenting a large corpus of data-even in an aligned form-to a human being, and expecting her to effectively sift through such data would not be a fruitful task, to say the least. In order to ease the arduous job of finding potentially sensitive information in a large corpus of data, we present to the workers only representatives for each cluster that capture the most mutual information (and that have low redundancy). As the worker marks tokens in the view displayed to her (e.g., by highlighting regions within the visually-aligned representatives), these annotations are recorded. Once the interactive session has completed, her selections made during the process are then used to automatically infer other sensitive tokens in the remainder of the corpus, without further participation from the worker. The overall process is depicted in Figure 1 . We discuss the specifics of how we select representatives from the corpus in more detail in Sections III-A-III-E and then discuss how we use the tokens marked sensitive by a worker to identify sensitive fields in the larger corpus in Section III-F.
A. Tokenization
We remind the reader that in order to be protocol agnostic, we deliberately assume no prior knowledge of the protocol format, and so before we can select the best candidates to present to workers, we must first tokenize the data. To do so, we abstract each packet by grouping its bytes into tokens, each of a certain type. The token types we use take advantage of a growing body of work on protocol reverse engineering (e.g., [7, 20] ) that suggests suitable token types for text protocols (e.g., HTTP, FTP), binary protocols(e.g., DNS, DHCP) and so-called hybrid protocols (e.g., SMB). Specifically, our three token types are: (1) Length fields: consecutive printable characters proceeded by a byte value indicating the number of characters to follow. Both the printable characters and the byte are combined into a single length field. (2) Text fields: several consecutive printable characters, the length of which is greater than some threshold.
2 And (3) Binary fields: any single byte except those defined as a length field or text field. Each packet is tokenized by scanning the payload from beginning to end. Figure 2 shows an example of the tokenized representation of two packets. For the remainder of the paper, all subsequent operations are on tokenized sequences, and we denote the tokenized sequence of a packet pkt by tokenize(pkt). 
B. Sampling the Data
For improved performance, we next sample packets from the entire dataset and use only the selected packets in subsequent stages. However, sampling packets uniformly at random risks omitting packet formats present in the full dataset, especially if those formats are rare. To overcome this obstacle, we use stratified sampling [23, 5] in order to preserve the diversity of the entire dataset. Specifically, we partition the tokenized sequences into homogeneous subgroups; lacking information about packet semantics or formats, we simply partition sequences according to their lengths (i.e., the number of tokens in each). We then draw a random sample from each stratum of size proportional to the stratum size, i.e., the number of sequences it contains.
C. Grouping Similar Packet Formats
Given a selection of sequences (i.e., tokenized packets), the next task is to effectively cluster these sequences into groups representing different packet formats. To do so, we first define a distance between sequences, and then provide an algorithm for performing clustering using those distances.
Our chosen distance is based on sequence alignment [14] . That is, to define a distance between two packets, we first find the optimal token-based sequence alignment of the packets, which is an alignment of the pair of sequences of tokens corresponding to those packets. Specifically, for an alignment of two token sequences, each aligned pair of tokens is assigned a positive score (an "award") if they match, and a negative score (a "penalty") if they are a mismatch or if one of them is a gap inserted by the alignment process. We use Penalty mis and Penalty gap to represent the mismatch and gap penalties, respectively. In assigning awards for any two matching tokens, we not only consider their types, but also consider their values. In particular, if two tokens have the same type and value, we assign a larger matching score Award val . If they are of the same type but different values, we assign a smaller matching score Award typ . The overall alignment score between packets pkt, pkt ′ , denoted Score aln (pkt, pkt ′ ), is computed using the matching scores, mismatch penalties and gap penalties. Our scoring function is formulated as Score aln (pkt, pkt
where N val , N typ , N mis and N gap correspond to the number of tokens with matched values, tokens with matched types, mismatched tokens and inserted gaps, respectively, for an alignment of tokenize(pkt) and tokenize(pkt ′ ) that maximizes Score aln (pkt, pkt ′ ). We then define the distance as
where
The optimal sequence alignment for two token sequences, and hence the distance (1), can be computed efficiently using the well-known NeedlemanWunsch algorithm [22] .
Clustering method: Given this distance calculation, we apply iterative K-medoids clustering [15] to partition the packet sequences into different clusters. Unlike K-means, which takes the arithmetic mean of each cluster's points as its centroid, the K-medoids algorithm chooses a member of the cluster as its centroid, namely that which minimizes the average distance to all cluster members. Instead of deciding the number of clusters in advance, we employ the following algorithm to iteratively grow the number of clusters, which is parametrized by a value , 0 < < 1:
1) Assign all packets into one cluster, and find the medoid of the cluster. 2) For each cluster, find the packet furthest from its medoid as a candidate for a new medoid. Choose the furthest one among these candidates as the medoid of a new cluster. 3) Re-cluster all packets, assigning each packet to the closest existing medoid. After that, re-compute the medoid of each cluster. 4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 until no packet is further than times the average medoid-to-medoid distance. Therefore, the number of generated clusters depends on the input parameter .
D. Alignment of Packets
The clusters output from the procedure described in Section III-C are the clusters from which our algorithm selects representatives (with at least one representative being selected from each cluster). In preparation for performing this selection, we first align all of the packets in each cluster collectively. We now detail how the alignment is done, and discuss the selection of representatives later.
A key challenge in performing multiple sequence alignment in our setting is the fact that we may need to operate over clusters with thousands of packets. For efficiency, we use a progressive method, which generates an alignment by first aligning the most similar sequences and then successively adding less similar sequences to the growing alignment until all packets in the cluster have been incorporated.
With progressive alignment, the quality of the final alignment generally depends on the order with which the sequences are incorporated. To determine this order, we treat the cluster as a graph with vertices being the packets and an edge between each pair of packets weighted by their distance (1). We then use Prim's algorithm [28] to create a minimum spanning tree, and integrate (i.e., align) the vertices together in the order in which they are included in the tree. Since Prim's algorithm adds vertices in increasing order of their distance to their nearest vertex already in the tree, aligning vertices in this order should intuitively delay the insertion of gaps in the overall alignment as long as possible (and hopefully render most gaps unnecessary).
The detailed algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1. The nodes of the minimum spanning tree are denoted mst, which is initialized to the medoid of the cluster (line 2). The use of Prim's algorithm is evident in the while loop on lines 4-15, which selects the next closest packet to incorporate (line 5) and adds it (line 15). The construction of a mutual alignment for the packets is done using the align function in line 6 Figure 3 shows the result of aligning a cluster of ten packets using this algorithm. Notice that fields with similar type or value have been correctly aligned.
E. Selecting Representatives for Inspection
At this stage in our overall process, the elements of each cluster are aligned in equal-length sequences Figure 3 shows representative sequences generated for a particular cluster. The most closely similar sequences, grouped via the method of [24] , are labeled with the same shape (e.g., star). One representative is picked per group of similar sequences, based on maximizing the mutual information and minimizing redundancy. In this way, the approach for selecting representatives improves the efficiency of worker inspection by dramatically decreasing the number of sequences presented for inspection. 
F. Applying Worker Feedback
The representatives selected as described in Section III-E are presented to a group of workers, via an interface such as that described in the appendix. Our technique does not require a specific interface, though it should present the representatives to the worker in a way that promotes the identification of sensitive fields and that provides the worker an ability to mark which fields she believes to be sensitive. In Section IV-B, we evaluate two features of such a user interface that we believe, based on previous findings about user perception [9, 1] , can ease the worker's task, namely presenting similar representatives from one cluster at a time and presenting tokenized representatives in their aligned form.
The distinct capacities of the workers in identifying sensitive fields make it challenging to apply their markings to the full dataset -recruited workers may have diverse skill levels and training. This motivates our attempt to achieve better accuracy by leveraging inputs from only the most skilled in the worker pool. To identify these most skilled workers, we compare the fields indicated as sensitive by each worker in a small subset of the representatives that worker examined, to ground truth for those representatives as determined by the expert. We make this comparison on the basis of standard measures, namely precision and recall:
To select the best workers, however, it is necessary to reduce these two measures to one, on which worker performance can be ordered. For this, we use the F-score [29] statistic, which computes a weighted average of recall and precision:
Essentially, F measures the effectiveness of identification with respect to the participant who places times as much importance to recall as precision [29] . (We will comment on the values of we employ in Section IV.)
Those workers with the highest F-scores on these representatives are selected for applying their inputs to the entire dataset, in a manner described below. For the remainder of our discussion, we presume that the best two workers are used. Once these best workers are selected, the goal is to utilize their identification of sensitive fields in the representatives they examined to identify sensitive fields in the rest of the dataset. To do so, we process each new packet not directly examined by the workers by first finding the examined representative that is closest to this packet (i.e., for which the distance (1) is the smallest). Pairwise sequence alignment is performed between the new packet and each representative of the cluster that contains this closest representative. We then adopt the most liberal strategy in marking tokens; that is, we mark a token in the new packet as sensitive if it aligns to a field in any of these representatives that either worker marked as sensitive. We do so because in the domain of packet sanitization, higher recall is typically favored over precision.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our approach when it is used to identify the sensitive fields contained in packet payloads. For the purpose of our evaluation, we deemed several types of fields as sensitive. These fields were domain names, IP addresses, file names (and directories), user names, passwords, host (server) names, and email addresses. These seven types of fields were used as ground truth for what in the data is "sensitive". We emphasize that these specific fields were chosen only to measure the recall and precision achieved by subjects using our approach. The datasets we used are:
The UNV-DNS dataset. This dataset consists of 20,000 network packets recorded at a university campus. The trace contains bidirectional traffic to a DNS server. Of the seven specified sensitive fields, DNS packets contain domain names and IP addresses.
The KDDCup-FTP dataset. This dataset was selected from the International Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Tools Competition. 3 We prepared the dataset by specifically choosing the raw FTP Control packets, which contain 31,020 FTP queries and responses. The specified sensitive fields contained in FTP Control traffic are domain names, IP addresses, file names (directories), user names, passwords, host (server) names, and email addresses.
The Wireshark-SMB dataset. This dataset is from the Wireshark TM trace repository. It contains 22,807 SMB (server message block) requests and responses. The specified sensitive fields it contains are domain names, file names (directories), user names, passwords, and host (server) names.
The motivation for selecting these three datasets is that they contain packets with diverse types of sensitive fields and complex message formats. For example, the DNS response packets in the UNV-DNS dataset are very diverse and can be quite complex (e.g., with IP addresses appearing in many different places in the response packets). The KDDCup-FTP dataset has packets with all the sensitive fields specified above, and also has many different types of message formats in FTP reply packets. Similar reasons justify our choice of the Wireshark-SMB dataset. For these datasets, we wrote a parser that read the XML packet detail exported by Wireshark to automatically locate all instances of the seven specified fields contained in the payloads. The number and locations of these fields are used only as ground truth.
For the remainder of this paper, we apply standard measures of effectiveness when evaluating our approach, specifically the F-score F (see Section III-F) achieved for identifying all sensitive fields either in the entire dataset or simply in the representatives for each cluster. (We will clarify which is used in each case.) Because in the context of packet trace sanitization, recall is often more important than precision -after all, the most common practice when releasing network traces is simply to remove all payload information, yielding a recall of 1.0 but potentially very low precision -we will generally set ≥ 1 in our analysis.
In the analysis that follows, we present results from a user study in which professional administrators were recruited to participate, in order to gain a better understanding of the effectiveness of our approach in enabling them to identify sensitive fields. To estimate parameter settings for this study, we first conducted a simulation-based analysis (with no human interaction) to evaluate the effectiveness of propagating marked tokens in the representatives (i.e., tokens identified as sensitive) to the remainder of the dataset.
A. Exploring the Parameter Space
One advantage of our technique is in generating a limited number of representative packets that capture the characteristics of the packets in the dataset. That said, the manner in which we do so could impact our identification accuracy. Therefore, to choose the most appropriate parameters for our user study (in particular, the number of clusters to use), we performed an analysis in which we simulated a single worker who marked (identified) each instance of a sensitive field independently and with a fixed probability. We reiterate that the sole purpose of the simulation-based analysis was to provide guidance on parameter choice for the field study that followed. With that in mind, we made certain assumptions (about independence) for the simulated user to simplify the task of exploring the parameter space. We then measured the F-score when mapping these random markings of sensitive fields to the full dataset, as described in Section III-F (though using the inputs of only a single simulated worker, not two in combination). In this evaluation, the simulated worker did not mark non-sensitive fields as sensitive, leading to higher precision than might occur in practice (though the precision on the full dataset was nevertheless always less than 1.0). This was done to focus on the effects of recall or, more specifically, F-score with ≥ 1.
Below, we evaluate F of our technique across different numbers of clusters and for = 1.2. We selected 2000 samples from each original dataset using the sampling described in Section III-B. We also controlled the number of representative packets by fixing it irrespective of the number of clusters. Specifically, the number of representative packets was chosen to be 140 in the UNV-DNS dataset, 108 in the KDDCup-FTP dataset and 120 in the Wireshark-SMB dataset; these numbers constituted only 0.70%, 0.34% and 0.54% of the total number of packets in each dataset, respectively. These numbers of representatives resulted from using the technique described in Section III at the finest clustering (i.e., yielding the most clusters). This number was then fixed as the target number of representatives in Algorithm 1 when fewer clusters were allowed.
The average F-score for each simulated case and dataset is shown in Figure 4 . Each point in this figure is the average of five runs. The standard deviation is 0.006, 0.020 and 0.025 across all datapoints for the UNV-DNS, KDDCup-FTP and Wireshark-SMB datasets, respectively. While our primary use for these simulations is parameter selection (see below), we pause to make three observations from these figures. First, the number of clusters has a large impact on how well the process works, even when identification of sensitive tokens in the representatives is perfect. For example, in Figures 4(b)-4(c) , a clustering with too few clusters decays the F-score to roughly only 60% of its optimal. We presume this occurs because with enough clusters, clusters better separate the packets of different message types, yielding higher quality representatives. Second, once an adequate number of clusters is attained, the F-scores are robust to imperfect identification of sensitive tokens in the representatives. Third, when there are sufficiently many clusters, the F-scores that can be realized indicate that the final outcome can be quite successful (e.g., F-scores near 1.0 in all cases).
Based on these tests, we selected 40 clusters for the tests described in the rest of the paper. For our datasets, this provides a good balance between minimizing the number of clusters that workers are asked to inspect and providing the opportunity for good accuracy in identifying sensitive data, once worker markings are applied to the full dataset.
When selecting the number of clusters in practice, we expect that an expert would be helpful here, as well; that is, the expert can be used to judge the quality of the clustering based on the visual similarity of the packets in each cluster. Thereafter, these clusters can be refined iteratively using the approach presented in Section III-C.
B. User Study with Professional Network Administrators
Our techniques for selecting representatives and incorporating user feedback about those representatives to sanitize the full dataset (Section III) are not dependent on any particular method for soliciting that feedback from users. However, we expect that the method of presenting representative packets to users will have a large impact on their abilities to identify and mark sensitive tokens. Two design decisions we made-based on what is known about visual pattern recognition by humans-were to present representative packets as groups based on the clusters to which they belonged (Section III-C) and to present the representatives in their aligned forms (Section III-D).
To determine the impact of these design decisions, and more generally, to evaluate the utility of our overall approach, we conducted an IRB-approved user study with participants recruited from our department's Technical Support Center and the university's Information Technology Service group. All participants were professional administrators with good networking background and familiarity with inspecting packet traces as part of routine network monitoring or diagnostic duties. We targeted professional administrators as they are the natural audience for our tool; after all, they are likely the people who would be tasked with the job of sanitizing network data before its release. This stringent criterion for selecting study participants, however, severely limited the available pool of participants at our university, resulting in our study population of size 15. We note that we obtained consent from these 15 participants only after significant efforts to recruit them. These participants are considered our "workers" in the remaining discussion.
1) Study Design: Recall that our primary goal was to assess the impact of both clustering and alignment in helping workers uncover potentially sensitive fields in packet payloads. To that end, each worker was tasked with identifying the seven specified fields of interest within the packets displayed via a graphical user interface (see appendix). The study itself comprised four trials in which the payloads of packets were presented to the subjects in different ways. Each trial employed a set ℛ of representative packets. However, the payloads of these representatives were displayed in different forms in the four trials as follows:
Trial I (Clustering+Alignment). The representative packets ℛ were partitioned according to the clusters from which they were selected. The representative packets were displayed to the worker, one cluster per page, in their aligned forms produced during their selection (Section III-D).
Trial II (Alignment+NoClustering).
The representative packets ℛ were partitioned randomly into blocks. The total number of blocks was the same as the number of clusters in Trial I, but the representatives were evenly distributed across all blocks. The representatives were displayed to the worker, one block per page. Since the packets in each block were randomly selected and not aligned with each other, we aligned these packets using the method described in Section III-D and presented them in that aligned form to the worker.
Trial III (Clustering+NoAlignment).
The representative packets ℛ were partitioned according to the clusters from which they were selected. The representatives were displayed one cluster per page, in their original form (unaligned).
Trial IV (NoClustering+NoAlignment).
The representative packets ℛ were partitioned randomly into blocks. The total number of blocks was the same as the number of clusters in Trial I, but the representative packets were evenly distributed across all the blocks. The representative packets were displayed to the worker, one block per page, with each packet displayed in its original form (unaligned).
For the user study, we chose to use the UNV-DNS and KDDCup-FTP datasets because they contain diverse types of potentially sensitive information. Two groups of representative packets, one for each dataset, were generated by applying the techniques in Section III to the two datasets separately. In each trial for a given subject, only one set of representative packets were used, that is, either
ℛ(UNV-DNS) or ℛ(KDDCup-FTP).
Each worker undertook all four trials in individual meetings over a period of several weeks, with at least three days between trials. To avoid any learning effects across trials, we incorporated several additional design elements into our study. First, for the trials taken by each worker, we ensured that the datasets used were evenly split across the trials. Second, to prevent displaying the same representatives on the same page in any two trials for a particular user, we ensured that Trials I and III displayed different representative packets. This constraint was also applied to the two nonclustering trials (i.e., Trials II and IV). Third, the order of the trials was randomly chosen (per subject), and we ensured that no two trials that used the same data (e.g., ℛ(UNV-DNS)) were undertaken back-to-back.
Moreover, to limit any factors due to fatigue, the worker was restricted to only one trial per meeting. Meetings were limited to roughly 30 minutes in length, with the exception of the first meeting where the worker was given a brief introduction (with ample time for questions and answers), and time to familiarize herself with the GUI using an artificial dataset. All trials were administered on a dedicated laptop, in a location of the subject's preference. At each meeting, the worker was asked to mark any occurrence of the specified field types, with timeliness as a secondary goal. Care was taken to ensure that the subject was not asked to mark content she thought could be sensitive, as doing so would be subjective and would inevitably lead to uncertainty about what should, or should not, be marked. 4 That is, her job was to simply mark any tokens in the displayed sequences that she believed to be a domain name, an IP address, a file (or directory) name, a user name, a password, a host name, or an email address. 2) Results: Figure 5 shows box-and-whisker plots of F of Trial I for all workers, with = 1.2. Note that these F-scores were computed using the worker's precision and recall on the representatives only, rather than after applying their markings to the full dataset. Each box represents the first, second, and third quartiles; whiskers cover the remaining points. Figure 5 illustrates that the workers were generally much more successful in identifying sensitive fields in FTP packets, in some cases reaching an F-score exceeding 0.95. The results on ℛ(UNV-DNS) were not as encouraging; no F-score greater than 0.70 was achieved by any worker. We believe this reflects the substantial challenge represented by DNS payloads, where the variety of locations in which IP addresses can appear makes identification of such fields a real challenge.
This motivates the need to select only the best workers for identifying sensitive data, and then to employ multiple workers; see Section III-F. For the remainder of our study, we chose the two best workers as determined by their Fscores on a randomly selected 20% of the representatives that each marked. This choice simulates a scenario in which the expert marked 20% of the representatives, and then workers were tasked with marking the remaining 80%. The chosen workers were selected based on their F-scores using the expert-marked data as ground truth. In our tests, we possessed ground truth and so did not need to involve an expert directly. Once the two best workers were selected in this way, their markings were applied to the full dataset as described in Section III-F. Table I provides the F-scores for the full datasets when applying each of these workers' markings individually and then in combination. As these results show, in the case of the UNV-DNS dataset (Table I (a)), the recall of the combined case increases up to 0.9 with a small loss of precision when we incorporate the opinions of the two best workers. For the KDDCup-FTP dataset, the measurement of the single worker versus the combined result remains very close (nearly 1.0) because each worker already had high recall and precision on that dataset.
3) On Understanding Mixed Effects: While the previous results show that substantial improvement in accuracy can be achieved by picking the best workers and combining their input, it is yet to be shown that the clustering and/or alignment aspects of our approach are indeed factors in boosting the workers' performance. To explore the extent to which these two components influence a worker's performance, we first show (in Figure 6 ) box-and-whisker plots of F across the four trials for the selected best workers. Notice that Trials I-III generally outperform Trial IV. Notice as well that in Figure 6 (b), Trial I performs the best, and offers a substantial improvement over Trial IV.
To gain a deeper understanding of the statistical significance of these trends, we apply a mixed-effect regression model to analyze the four trials of the selected best workers shown in Figure 6 . A mixed-effect model is an extension of the general linear regression model that allows for correlations within observations [18] . For instance, in our context, this would mean that we consider the performance (say, in terms of efficiency) of a particular worker across different datasets to be correlated, but consider that of different workers to be independent. Conceptually, the mixed effect regression model can be formulated as: = fixed effects + random effects + error, where the random effects control for variables that are not of particular interest (i.e., the datasets used or different skill levels of our workers), while the fixed effects incorporate the variables that are of interest (i.e., clustering, alignment, and the interaction between the two). The model can be formulated as:
where , are booleans indicating whether clustering or alignment is used, and is the performance measure under consideration (i.e., F or efficiency). The interaction effect of clustering and alignment, i.e., the effect of clustering after alignment is used, or vice versa, is expressed by the product of and ( ⋅ ). The random effects derived from workers and datasets are included in term .
F-Score: In the analysis that follows, we first test the null hypotheses = = = 0, by fitting all observations of F of the best workers using (2), the results of which are presented in Table II (a) with set to 1.2. We consider -value < 0.05 as the requirement for rejecting a null hypothesis. As Table II Table II  RESULTS OF MIXED-MODEL TESTS (SECTION IV-B3) Table II(a) is smaller (in absolute value) than both and , suggesting that there is an additive effect of these two factors in improving F .
Efficiency: Yet another important consideration is how clustering and alignment influence efficiency; that is, do they impede or advance a worker's ability to complete the task at hand? Let "efficiency" be defined as |{identified fields}| , where represents the total time to completion in each trial. 
V. DISCUSSION
The fact that our methodology yielded recall of 0.9 and even better precision for the UNV-DNS dataset (see Table I ) is, we believe, a very encouraging result, particularly considering the complexity of the DNS protocol. We note that it might be tempting to argue that the results herein could be improved by permitting workers more time to mark packets; recall that each trial lasted roughly 30 minutes. We believe, however, that permitting more time would yield diminishing returns. Our perception was that packet inspection was a tiresome process for the workers, an observation supported by the fact that none of our participants chose to continue a trial past 30 minutes, though they were given the opportunity to do so. We thus expect that additional innovations will be required to assist workers in identifying sensitive fields more accurately; it is not clear that more time will help.
We note that our methodology provides a framework only for identifying sensitive fields in packets. Once applied, additional steps must be taken to anonymize those fields using whatever policies the data publisher desires, e.g., consistently mapping sensitive values to others in a one-way fashion, and perhaps in ways that preserve certain structures (such as a prefix-preserving mapping of IP addresses).
Lastly, a natural question is whether the workers' F-scores were "good enough" to provide a basis for sanitizing the full datasets. Answering this question depends ultimately on the data owner's goals for sanitization, which are notoriously difficult to specify or measure [6] . Nevertheless, to provide a degree of insight, we performed a cursory evaluation of the ability of an adversary to infer the contents of sanitized fields by comparing packets after sanitization to the packets in the original dataset, before sanitization. The details can be found in our accompanying technical report [13] that suggests, in short, that the aforementioned approach works well when applied to trace sanitization.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a methodology for supporting the daunting task of sanitizing network packet payloads. Our approach is inspired by studies in cognitive science that suggests perceptual grouping of similar patterns can accelerate visual detection. The need for involving humans during the sanitization process is motivated by the complexity of many of today's protocols, and is compounded by the possibility that such protocols may be incompletely documented. However, due to the sheer number of diverse packet formats and the size of a typical network trace, it is unrealistic to expect that an expert will have the time available to accurately sanitize them all. For this reason, our methodology adopts a hierarchical approach in which an expert's input on a small subset of packets is used to select additional workers to examine a larger subset. These selected workers' markings are then used to mark sensitive fields in the (typically much) larger dataset in an automated fashion. At the heart of our methodology is an approach for selecting from the dataset relatively few representative packets for workers to inspect, and presenting these representatives to workers in a way that helps them identify sensitive fields. Our evaluation demonstrated the factors that influence the effectiveness of our methodology, and showed through a user study that our methodology can be effective in supporting sanitization of large network datasets.
APPENDIX
In what follows, we briefly describe our prototype graphical user interface (GUI) used in the user study described in Section IV-B. The GUI (shown in Figure 7 ) is composed of one main panel and two sub-panels. The main panel is used to display the representative packets from one cluster. Each row corresponds to one representative and each column corresponds to one token in the tokenization of the packet, after alignment with the other packets in its cluster. The two sub-panels display the raw bytes of the packet currently in focus (i.e., that the worker last clicked); one sub-panel shows hexadecimal format, and the other shows printable ASCII. The raw bytes for the token on which the worker actually clicked are highlighted in each of these subpanels. The two sub-panels allow the worker to focus on one particular token and to view it in different formats.
Through the flexible marking facilities provided by the tool, a worker can interactively mark the tokens of the representatives she considers sensitive. Figure 7 shows an example of the sensitive fields identified (in red) by a particular user while using our graphical interface.
